Celebrity Break-Up: Kaitlyn
Bristowe & Nick Viall React
to Nick’s Past Proposal on
‘The Bachelor GOAT’
By Alycia Williams
In latest celebrity news, Nick Viall posted a video on social
media of reality TV star Kaitlyn Bristowe rejecting his
Bachelorette proposal. According to EOnline.com, Viall
captioned the post, “It was like waiving at someone who’s
waiving at the person behind…but million times worse.” That
said, he’s made it clear that he has nothing, but positive
memories. Bristowe commented, “WHY DIDN’T YOU PUSH ME IN THE
POOL?” and then later said, “Also, so glad we are friends now,
too.”

In celebrity break-up news, Kaitlyn
and Nick called it quits on The
Bachelorette a long time ago, but
were forced to relive it on The
Bachelor Greatest of All Time. What
are some ways to move on when
you’ve
been
humiliated
in
a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:

Break-ups can get really messy which leads to some
embarrassing moments that you later regret. If you’ve been
humiliated in a relationship and you’re looking for ways to
move on, Cupid has some advice for you:
1. Joke about it: If you take a lighter mood to your
embarrassing moment then so will everybody else. Make fun of
yourself whenever someone else brings it up and you won’t feel
embarrassed at all.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelor’ Alum Colton
Underwood Jokes About Split from Cassie Randolph
2. Forgive your ex: Being embarrassed by your ex is a tough
pill to swallow, but the sooner you forgive your ex, the
easier the pill will go down. Holding on to a grudge against
your ex is only going to end up hurting you. Forgive your ex,
so that you can move on with your life.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Jessie J Shares Sweet Birthday
Tribute to Channing Tatum Weeks After Split
3. Learn from the experience: Being humiliated is not a good
feeling and you don’t ever want to feel like that again. Learn
from the experience and figure out some ways you could’ve
handled it differently. This way the next time you’re faced
with a similar situation you’ll know what to do to keep your
self from feeling humiliated.
What are some more ways to move on when you’ve been humiliated
in a relationship? Start a conversation in the comments
below!

Celebrity
News:
Kaitlyn
Bristowe Slams Nick Viall’s
Reasons for Joining ‘The
Bachelorette’
By Megan McIntosh
Though they are no longer a celebrity couple, Kaitlyn Bristowe
is still has opinions about ex Nick Viall after their
celebrity break up. According to UsMagazine.com, though it was
all fun and games, Bristowe didn’t hesitate to diss her ex in
a word association game saying Viall’s name negatively in
association with “the right reasons.” Though it’s been years
since they’ve dated, it’s clear there’s still bad blood even
after all this time.

In celebrity news, these exes are
clearly not on good terms after
their break-up. What are some ways
to keep old hurts from your exes
from affecting your current life?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be hard to move on from an ex when you’ve broken up on
bad terms. It’s best not to let those old wounds reopen and
keep you from living your life. It’s not always easy to be
friends with your ex, like Kourtney Kardashian is with Scott
Disick, but it is possible to prevent that old relationship
from holding you back like Khloe Kardashian after her break up

with Tristan Thompson. Cupid has some tips:
1. Be comfortable moving on: Sometimes when you’re afraid of
being alone, you tend to hold on to toxic people. Holding on
to exes who are not good for you can lead to being resentful
and holding onto bitterness, like Bristowe with her ex Viall.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Demi Moore to Reflect on Ashton
Kutcher & Bruce Willis Marriages In Memoir
2. Let go of any possible
holding onto to the idea of
stops you from building a
stops you from growing as a
the past.

future together: If you’re still
you and your ex being together, it
life with someone else. It also
person because you may be stuck in

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Khloe Kardashian & Tristan
Thompson Reunite at True’s 1st Birthday Party
3. Don’t talk about your ex: Don’t talk about your ex-partner.
Just don’t. Talking about them is a sign that you’re not over
them. If you talk about them, you’re thinking about them. If
you’re thinking about them, you’re not moving on. Stop talking
about them and you will stop thinking about them and you’ll
finally move on to better things.
What are some other ways to keep old hurts from a past
relationship from affecting your current life? Share your
thoughts below.

New

‘Bachelor’

Celebrity

Couple? Jason Tartick and
Kaitlyn Bristowe Are Going On
a Date
By Lauren Burczyk
In latest celebrity news, there may be a new Bachelor Nation
couple to cheer on. According to Usmagazine.com, reality TV
stars Jason Tartick and Kaitlyn Bristowe are going on their
first date. This celebrity news comes after Tartick, 30, told
Entertainment Tonight that he recently taped an episode of
Bristowe’s podcast Off The Vine before asking out the former
Bachelorette. Bristowe, 33, accepted Tartick’s invitation and
now anxious fans will be able to listen to that exchange on an
episode of Off The Vine.

There
may
be
a
new
Bachelor celebrity couple in town
soon! What are some ways to get
over your nerves to ask someone
out?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s never easy to muster up the courage to ask someone out,
but Cupid has some tips:
1. Take some time to relax: Before jumping right into asking
someone out, take some time for yourself and relax. Do
something that you enjoy to calm your nerves such as going for
a jog, reading a book, or listening to some music.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Shawn Booth Breaks Silence
on ‘Painful’ Split from Kaitlyn Bristowe
2. Practice: We all know that practice makes perfect, so it’s
important to practice what you’re going to say and how you’re
going to say it before actually asking for a date. Practicing
will give you the confidence boost you need to get over your
nerves and ask someone out.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘The Bachelorette’ Star Kaitlyn
Bristowe Says She & Shawn Booth Are ‘Going Backwards’ with
Wedding Planning
3. Avoid the fear of being rejected: The more you think about
the negative consequences, the more worried you will become
and the less likely you are to ask for a date. So, try not to
think about getting rejected and think as if you’re going to
get the answer that you’re hoping for.
What are some ways that you’ve gotten over your nerves and
asked someone out? We would love to hear from you! Please
comment below.

Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn
Bristowe Visits Vancouver
Post-Split from Shawn Booth
By Courtney Shapiro
In celebrity news, Kaitlyn Bristowe headed back to Canada
shortly after her break-up from Shawn Booth. The pair had

spent some time apart during July and August when Bristowe had
left their home in Nashville together to visit family back
home. The celebrity relationship lasted for three years, and
the two are committed to remaining friends. In an Instagram
story Bristowe shared with UsMagazine.com, she admitted to
feeling “a little out of [her] mind.” While at home Bristowe
recorded a song with her father, allowing her to put her
emotions somewhere.

In celebrity break-up news, Kaitlyn
Bristowe is visiting her hometown
after her heartbreaking split from
Shawn Booth. What are some ways
going home can help you cope with a
break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:
How can going home help you cope with a break-up? Cupid has
some thoughts:
1. Your family knows you best: When going through a break-up
it will help to be around your biggest support system. Your
family knows you the best, and can offer you the best comfort.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes Channing Tatum & Jenna Dewan
Reunite for Halloween Selfie Amid Divorce
2.Getting away from a public space: Being home allows you to
be in your own head space away from everyone’s questions or
concerns. Your family will know when it’ll be okay to work
through everything out loud, but will also know when to give
you time for yourself.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn Bristowe Reveals
Shawn Booth Forgot Their Anniversary Last Year
3.You won’t be alone: Going home automatically means you won’t
be by yourself. You will be able to cry or laugh with family
and friends who will be there for you no matter what.
Have you used your hometown for support after a break-up? Let
us know in the comments!

Celebrity
News:
Kaitlyn
Bristowe
Addresses
Shawn
Booth Split Rumors
By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, Kaitlyn Bristowe talks about rumors of a
celebrity break up from Shawn Booth. According to EOnline.com,
Bristowe put an end to the celebrity gossip by explaining why
she isn’t wearing her engagement ring and insisting that the
celebrity relationship is still going strong. It looks like
this celebrity couple won’t fall victim to the pressure of the
rumor mill.

In celebrity news, Kaitlyn Bristowe
addresses rumors of a split from
Shawn Booth. What are some ways to

keep break-up rumors from affecting
your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be hard to ignore gossip and rumors when you are in a
relationship. It’s annoying because you don’t know where it
came from or why anybody is saying anything to begin with.
Cupid has some ways on how to keep break-up rumors from
affecting your relationship:
1. Don’t feed into it: The best thing you can do is to not
feed into the rumors. Giving attention to this hurtful gossip
will make things worst by allowing the gossip to grow and
potentially spiral out of control. When someone asks if you
heard it? Say yes and keep it moving. Eventually your silence
will show the person who started the nasty rumor that you
could careless and the rumors will stop. Silence is stronger
than any other answer, remember that.
Related Link: Dating Advice: How to Make Summer Love Last
2. Actions speak louder than words: Remember, actions speak
louder than words. Show your haters that you and your partner
are still going strong and you are un-bothered. Not only will
this shut down the person who started the rumor, it will shut
down and questions or thoughts anyone else has about your
relationship. To avoid ridiculous questions, this is the east
way to keep the rumors away.
Related Link: Date Idea: Take a Journey
3. Talk about it: Make sure you and your partner are on the
same page when it comes to these rumors. Talk it out in
private about what you both know. From there, together, you
should make the decision on how your are going to respond, if
at all. Your relationship is bigger than a silly rumor so give

each other the respect and time to figure out what your next
move will be.
What are some ways you keep break-up rumors from affecting
your relationship? Share below.

Celebrity
News:
‘The
Bachelorette’ Star Kaitlyn
Bristowe Says She & Shawn
Booth Are ‘Going Backwards’
with Wedding Planning
By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, The Bachelorette star Kaitlyn Bristowe and
Shawn Booth’s wedding plans are all over the place. Bristowe
expressed that she’s not quite ready to continue planning the
celebrity wedding. Because the celebrity couple got engaged on
the show, Bristowe, 32, says she wants Booth, 32, to repropose to her. She says she not only wants to be “surprised,”
but wants Booth to propose when the time is truly right.

In
celebrity
news,
this
Bachelorette couple won’t be tying

the knot anytime soon. What are
some ways to know when the right
time is to get married?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting engaged can be one of the most exciting and emotional
times in your life. You are making a decision on whether or
not you would like to spend the rest of your life with your
partner. In some cases, you are so overwhelmed that you say
“yes,” but when the smoke clears, you start to really think it
through. Cupid has some advice on ways to know when it is the
right time to get married:
1. Happiness: Are you happy? Think about your relationship
from the beginning to now. Forget about wanting to get married
or the pressure from others to get married. Can you see
yourself marrying this person? Ask yourself if you can live
without your partner. As cheesy as it may sound, marriage is
serious, and it is important that you are happy with this
person. Remember the saying, “happy wife, happy life.”
Related Link: Relationship Advice: How to Get Engaged at Any
Age
2. Time: Jumping into marriage never ends well. Look at the
time you and your partner have spent together. Whether you
were friends for years first or have been together for a
couple of years, make sure you truly know your partner. Do you
know what makes your partner tick? What are their views on
marriage? Spending enough time together will allow you to find
the answers you are looking for. While someone can say they
want to get married, their actions can tell you otherwise.
Remember, with time comes knowledge.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: How Far Will You Go for a

Relationship?
3. No pressure: Don’t get married because your parents want
you to or because your favorite nana wants great
grandchildren, but believes in marriage before babies. You
aren’t trying to figure out what to order at a pizzeria with a
long line behind you; this is marriage. Pressure can make you
come to a rushed decision, which you may later regret. Think
things through.
What are some ways you would know when the time is right to
get married? Share below.

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Alum Shawn
Booth Opens Up About Having
Kids with Kaitlyn Bristowe
By Marissa Donovan
Shawn Booth and Kaitlyn Bristowe already have goals for their
future children. According to UsMagazine.com, Booth wants his
children to be as active as possible and to not be hooked to
technology. The Bachelorette alum also added that he wouldn’t
be opposed if their children wanted to be on Reality TV. The
couple has not released celebrity baby news, but we can
already predict how awesome they will be as parents!

This celebrity news has us hoping
that Shawn Booth and Kaitlyn
Bristowe will get married and have
kids soon! What are some ways to
deal with the pressure from family
and friends to get married and have
children?
Cupid’s Advice:
Couples who are happy and have been together for years are
often pressured to take the next step in their relationship.
Whether that means getting married or having kids, here are
some ways to deal with the burden of people stressing over the
next step in your relationship:
1. Openly express what you and your partner think: When a
question pops up about marriage or children, just let you and
your partner be honest with the person. Make sure you and your
partner first discuss the idea before spitting out the first
thing that comes to your mind!
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Stars Kaitlyn Bristowe &
Shawn Booth Celebrate “Longest Celebrity Engagement Ever”
2. Highlight new accomplishments: Instead of letting people
focus on the next big moment in your relationship, give
attention to new accomplishments. Highlight work promotions
and new skills that you and your partner have recently
achieved. This allow the person to understand that you both
have other life events to focus on.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Kaitlyn Bristowe & Shawn Booth
Talk Wedding Plans & Mile High Club

3. Ask about their experiences: Divert the attention off of
your relationship by asking the person about their experience
with marriage or having children. The person will most likely
share their experiences, even if they were bad. This will make
the person feel like they are giving you insight and post pone
the focus on your relationship. If the person is not married
or have children, just simply ask about their current
lifestyles and see what they can share.
What do you think is next for Kaitlyn Bristowe and Shawn
Booth? Let us know in the comments!

‘The
Bachelorette’
Stars
Kaitlyn Bristowe & Shawn
Booth
Celebrate
“Longest
Celebrity Engagement Ever”
By Whitney Johnson
It’s hard to believe it’s been two years since Shawn Booth got
down on one knee and proposed to The Bachelorette star Kaitlyn
Bristowe! As reported by People.com, the reality TV stars
recently celebrated their celebrity engagement anniversary
with two sweet Instagram posts. Bristowe posted a number of
photos of the celebrity couple with the caption, “I like that
we don’t feel pressure, I like that we have taken our time, I
like that we still don’t have a date set, and I kind of like
you.” Similarly, Booth gave a shout-out to his fiancée and
wrote, “Thank you for the greatest 2 years, thank you for

being you.” Since they first announced their celebrity
engagement, the adorable reality TV couple have settled down
in Nashville, Tennessee.

We
love
that
this
celebrity
engagement is still going so
well! What are some reasons to
postpone wedding planning and just
enjoy a long engagement?
Cupid’s Advice:
This celebrity couple isn’t feeling any pressure to walk down
the aisle — despite being engaged for two years already. What
are some reasons to postpone planning your big day? Consider
this love advice:
1. You can truly enjoy being engaged: For many couples, after
the excitement of the proposal dies down, it’s go-time as
wedding planning begins. However, if you opt for a longer
engagement, you can really enjoy this time as an engaged
couple — without the pressure of picking out your dream dress
or venue.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Star Shawn Booth
Hangs with Fiancé Kaitlyn Bristowe’s 3 Ex-Boyfriends
2. You can book the best vendors: Trying to plan a wedding in
six months or less means you may have to sacrifice some of
your top choices for caterers, flower designers, and more. If
you’re planning a wedding two years out, though, chances are,
you’ll be able to hire all of the best vendors. Plus, you can
lock in their rates before they’re bound to rise the following
year.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Kaitlyn Bristowe & Shawn Booth
Talk Wedding Plans & Mile High Club
3. There’s less stress: Most importantly, if there’s no
pressure to get hitched right away, there’s less stress.
Planning your wedding should be a special, memorable time. Why
rush it?
What are some other reasons to enjoy a long engagement? Share
your thoughts in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Nick Viall
Confirmed
as
the
Next
‘Bachelor’
By Mallory McDonald
The Bachelorette has finished another season with Jojo
Fletcher finding her prince in Jordan Rodgers. Since then,
everyone was wondering who the next Bachelor would be. Front
runners for the position were Luke Pell and Chase McNary, both
contestants on Jojo’s season. However, in recent celebrity
news, we learned that the next to try his hand at love will be
Bachelor veteran, Nick Viall. Viall told UsMagazine.com, “I’ve
certainly had the practice. I’m definitely ready for it — I’m
very excited.” Viall was the runner-up on both Andi Dorfman
and Kaitlyn Bristowe‘s season, and spent three months on
Bachelor in Paradise hoping to find love. All of his attempts
at love on this platform have left some fans feeling skeptical
about his next foray on The Bachelor, but we’re hoping for the

best!

This celebrity news is super
controversial at the moment. What
are some ways to overcome gossip
related to your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
No matter what you do there are going to be people who
question your relationship. It can be difficult to learn how
to handle the critiques. Cupid’s here to help with this dating
advice:
1. Be open: In order to keep others from affecting your
relationship, you have to have a strong foundation with your
partner. When they are feeling insecure due to gossip, be open
and transparent with them to help make them feel secure in
what you have.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: ‘Bachelorette’ JoJo
Fletcher Chooses Her Man
2. Don’t hide: When people are discussing your relationship,
do not just let it go on without at least trying to make
strides to improve the situation. Figure out why these things
are being said, go to the root of the problem. Then, work with
your partner to try to figure out a solution.
Related Link: ‘Bacelorette’ Celebrity Couple Jojo Fletcher &
Jordan Rodgers To Appear “On Ben and Lauren: Happily Ever
After”
3. Date night: Use this opportunity to remind each other why
you are together. Take a night out of the week and leave your
phones, computers and tablets at home. That way, one night a

week, all of the background is unimportant because you
remember all the things you fell for in this person.
How do you handle gossip when it comes to your relationship?
Share your comments below.

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Star Shawn
Booth
Hangs
with
Fiancé
Kaitlyn Bristowe’s 3 ExBoyfriends
By Myesha Cobb
Here is some interesting celebrity couple news! The
Bachelorette star Shawn Booth, hung out with fiancee Kaitlyn
Bristowe’s exes this past weekend. This pair’s celebrity
relationship must be great, because what partner would be fine
with their significant other hanging out with their exes?
Obviously, the run-in was not intentional, yet it included no
drama whatsoever. In fact, Booth posted a photo with the three
exes on his Instagram stating, “You wouldn’t smile either if
you were at the bar with 3 of your fiancés exes,” which was
obviously a joke. EOnline.com stated that they all went out
for a night on the town. Kaitlyn brought along fellow
girlfriends Andi Dorfman, Ashley Laconetti and Jade Roper.

This celebrity news requires Shawn
Booth to put jealousy to the side.
What are some ways to combat
jealousy in a relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
This celebrity relationship clearly has no jealousy woes at
all. But, how hard is it not to be jealous when it comes to
your significant other? Here is some relationship advice on
how to combat jealousy in a relationship:
1. Stay focused on your relationship: Do not let any outside
interference get in the way of your relationship and how you
feel about your significant other. Remember that you and your
partner are the only ones in your relationship and that should
be your main focus.
Related Link: Are Celebrity Couple Emma Stone and Andrew
Garfield Overcoming Jealousy?
2. Let your partner live their life: Sometimes being jealous
means always questioning your partner, their whereabouts and
who they are with 24/7. That’s not okay. Let your partner live
their own life. Being in a relationship means making
sacrifices, and one of those sacrifices is remembering that
your partner has their own life. Let them live it.
Related Link: Kourtney Kardashian Confronts Khloe About
Partying with Scott Disick
3. Talk to them, don’t investigate them: If you feel like you
are becoming jealous about something in your relationship,
talk to your partner about it, but don’t treat them like they
are in questioning at a police station downtown. Remember,
your partner is your equal, not your child.

What are some ways that you have combated jealousy in your
relationship? Share your advice in the comments below!

Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor’
Ben Higgins Opens Up About
Insecurities
&
Kaitlyn
Bristowe
By Katie Gray
In latest celebrity news, newest Bachelor Ben Higgins has
spoken out about not letting his insecurities get the best of
him as he makes his way on the reality show. Higgins was the
runner up on The Bachelorette with Kaitlyn Bristowe. According
to UsMagazine.com, he is a devout Christian and he has a
preference that whomever he chooses be into her faith. Higgins
explained, “I would really like to find a woman that has a
similar faith as I do – I think that would be important as we
raise a family, as we move forward in life.” If you were to
take relationship advice from him, that would be it. Perhaps
there will be a celebrity wedding and celebrity baby in the
future for him! Stay tuned.

This celebrity news is exciting for
fans of The Bachelor! What are some

ways to overcome your insecurities
related to a relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Although it’s completely natural to have insecurities, it is
imperative that you don’t let them keep you from succeeding
and being happy. Finding ways to overcome those fears and
insecurities are the first steps on your pursuit of happiness,
whether that means talking to your loved ones or taking
drastic measures. Cupid has some advice on how to get past
your relationship insecurities:
1. Vent sessions: Sometimes we all just need a little
reassurance to feel better. If you are feeling insecure about
something in your relationship, talk with your family and
friends to get their opinion about it. They are likely to tell
you that it’s all in your head and that everything will work
out.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Nicki Minaj & Meek Mill Spark
Engagement Rumors Again
2. Trust: At the end of the day, it all comes down to trust.
You have to trust yourself and your instincts, always. You
also need to trust your partner, and if you can’t honestly
trust them, then you need to be with someone you can. It’s
common to have trust issues, so first try communicating with
your partner and maybe even go to couples’ therapy for it.
Many say this tactic works.
Related Link: A ‘Bachelor’ Baby! Sean Lowe Gushes About
Catherine Giudici’s Celebrity Pregnancy
3. Imperfections are perfection: It’s important to always
remember that nobody is perfect, and no relationship is
perfect. Although we all have that fantasy in our heads,

remember that real perfection lies in the imperfections.
Cherish your relationship for its strong suits and its flaws.
When you accept all of this, the insecurities are sure to
fall.
What are some ways you have overcome the insecurities in
regards to your relationships? Comment your stories below.

Celebrity
Couple
Kaitlyn
Bristowe & Shawn Booth Talk
Wedding Plans & Mile High
Club
By Katie Gray
The latest celebrity news is that celebrity couple The
Bachelorette star Kaitlyn Bristowe and her fiancé Shawn Booth
have opened up a little bit about their celebrity romance!
According to UsMagazine.com, the pair got engaged on Season 11
of the hit reality show in July and recently played the
“Nearly Wed Game” where they opened up about what they think
one another’s best assets are. This famous couple opened up
about the status of their celebrity relationship and admitted
they have both considered filming their wedding for TV! Stay
tuned for more news of this pretty pair.

This celebrity couple is finally
talking about their wedding! What
are some important decisions to
make as a couple when it comes to
your nuptials?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you’re in a relationship, it is inevitable that the
conversation of a wedding will come up! When it comes to your
nuptials, it is important as a couple to agree on the type of
wedding you both want to have, how many people you want
present and other details. Cupid has some advice:
1. Wedding: The wedding itself involves many huge decisions
that you and your partner will need to make! This includes
everything from the venue to the food and flowers, as well as
the type of ceremony. Will you have a destination wedding?
Will it be in a church with a priest? Will it be indoors or
outdoors? All that matters is your love for one another, but
it’s always good to have a solid plan.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: John Legend Rubs Chrissy
Teigen’s Baby Bump At Charity Event
2. Vows: In the matter of the actual nuptials, you and your
fiancé should agree on the vows. Are you going to write your
own? Will you use the formal ones and then have your own take?
Make the decision together on what you want for this wedding
and the rest of the details will work themselves out!
Related Link: Celebrity Baby Expected for Ginnifer Goodwin &
Josh Dallas
3. Guests: When it comes to the wedding itself, who is
attending and how many for that matter – are a big decision.

Some opt for a small romantic evening, while others prefer a
huge wedding. Make sure you both are in agreements of who will
be attending so there are not any surprises!
What are some ways that you and your fiancé have figured out
important decisions regarding your nuptials? Comment your
stories with us below!

Celebrity News: Ben Higgins
Is Announced As the Next
‘Bachelor’
By Maria N. Capalbo
According to UsMagazine.com, Ben Higgins has been selected to
be the new star of The Bachelor! Higgins was The Bachelorette
Kaitlyn Bristowe‘s second runner up. Now it’s his chance to
call the shots! Higgins has taken some time to officially
confirm his decision, but after some deliberation, he has
decided he is going to take the spot. Good luck to Ben on his
journey!

This latest Bachelor celebrity news
is exciting! What are some ways to
make your dating life exciting?
Cupid’s Advice:

Sometimes you may not know what to do to spice things up with
your relationship and love life! Cupid has some suggestions on
how to make it more exciting below:
1. Frequent nights on the town: Go different places and do
different things. Get out and have fun with your date. You do
not always have to do the same things all the time. Go to the
club, museum, art exhibition or even comedy show!
Related Link: Former ‘Bachelor’ Chris Soules Spends Time with
Family in Iowa Post Celebrity Break-Up
2. Always having options: Dating more than one person at a
time may be hard, but it is definitely worth it! If one person
can’t make a date, ask someone else! You should never have to
wait around for someone else to do something. Always have
other options, at least when you first start getting back into
the dating scene.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelor’ Chris Soules and Fiancee Whitney
Bischoff Split
3. Always go where you want to go: Hey, you’re single! Go
where you want to hang out when on a date. You make the
choices, and then you can cross the places you’ve always
wanted to go to off your bucket list!
What are some ways you’ve made your dating life exciting?
Share below!

‘Bachelorette’ Alums Kaitlyn

Bristowe and Shawn Booth Post
Sexy Selfie on Instagram
By Katie Gray
The most recently engaged Bachelorette couple, Kaitlyn
Bristowe and Shawn Booth, shared a sexy selfie on Instagram
last week. It was captioned with, “Any chance someone wants to
bring us coffee? Ok and Advil while you’re at it.” It seems
celebrity love is in the air! According to People.com, “The
Bachelorette beauty posted an Instagram on Monday night
cuddling up to her fiancé in bed.”

PDA definitely isn’t a foreign
concept for these Bachelorette
alums! How do you know what parts
of your private life to keep
private?
Cupid’s Advice:
Keeping things in your life private is sometimes important,
depending on what it is. Cupid has some relationship advice:
1. Personal: Some things are just personal and should be left
private. Whether that is related to health, pregnancy,
relationships, etc is up to you! Sometimes less is more. Just
be aware of what you are saying and posting online.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Star Kaitlyn Bristowe Chooses
Her Final Man

2.
be
so
in

Family/friends: Things about your family and friends should
kept private. It’s not your story and situation to tell –
don’t. Just stick to your own business and keep the people
your life’s private.

Related Link: Sean Lowe Gives Love Advice to ‘Bachelorette’
Couple Kaitlyn Bristowe and Shawn Booth
3. Public: If there are things you don’t want made public,
then those parts of your life should absolutely be kept
private. You have to think about your career and make sure
that things you put out there are still professional. If you
wouldn’t want to see it on page six – don’t do it.
What are some ways you have kept parts of your life private?
Share your stories with Cupid below.

Sean Lowe Gives Love Advice
to
‘Bachelorette’
Couple
Kaitlyn Bristowe and Shawn
Booth
By Jessica DeRubbo
Sean Lowe, former Bachelor and current happily married man,
joined
American
in
watching
the
most
recent Bachelorette, Kaitlyn Bristowe, give her final rose to
Shawn Booth. According to UsMagazine.com, Lowe skipped turning
to social media with his commentary, and he instead dedicated
an entire blog entry to love advice for the newly engaged

celebrity couple. In the blog, he says, “Every relationship
takes work, especially relationships formed on TV! I remember
the few months between filming and the last episode of my
season when Catherine and I had to keep our relationship a
secret- everything was so exciting. We were in love and we
couldn’t imagine having hard times or experiencing any issues
that might endanger the relationship,” he wrote. “That naiveté
wore off pretty quickly once we were thrust into the real
world. Your relationship is going to run into issues both big
and small. It’s imperative that you find a way to work through
them.”

Bachelor franchise alums are wellversed in love advice! Whose love
advice should you trust when it
comes to your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
There’s no lack of love advice to choose from, especially with
the internet at your disposal. That being said, it’s important
to weigh whose relationship advice should hold the most
importance. Cupid has some tips:
1. Those who have known you for the longest: There’s
definitely merit to trusting advice from those in your life
who know you the best. If someone you don’t know is pretending
to have in depth insight into your relationship, it’s probably
red flag. Take whatever those types of people say with a grain
of salt.
Related Link: The LOWEdown on ‘The Bachelor’ Celebrity Wedding
of Sean Lowe & Catherine Giudici
2. Certified/trained professionals: Some people dedicate their
lives to helping people and giving advice. Though it’s

certainly true that you shouldn’t trust every single person
who says they are professionally trained, it’s definitely more
valuable that trusting someone who you just met and who isn’t
certified or trained.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelor’ Stars Catherine and Sean Lowe on
Celebrity Baby Plans: “Not Anytime Soon”
3. Someone who is in a relationship you respect: Sometimes
actions speak louder than words, as they say. If you know a
specific couple who you wish to emulate someday, they might be
good people to get love advice from.
Who else should you trust love advice from? Share your
thoughts below.

‘The
Bachelorette’
Stars
Kaitlyn Bristowe and Shawn
Booth Talk Wedding Plans
By Meranda Yslas
Monday night, The Bachelorette Kaitlyn Bristowe gave her final
rose to Shawn Booth, crowning him the winner of the reality
TV’s 11th season. Now the Hollywood couple are talking
celebrity wedding plans. As UsMagazine.com reports,
Bristowe shared her thoughts about getting married in
Vancouver while her celeb love joked, “Either there or Vegas
with Elvis, we’re still trying to figure that out.” During a
press conference they even added that there’s a possibility of
a televised wedding, much like The Bachelor couple before them

Sean Lowe and Catherine Giudiic.

This Bachelorette couple is looking
to the future. What are some ways
to compromise on wedding plans with
your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
In honor of The Bachelorette wedding talk, it’s important to
know how to plan for your big day. Cupid has some tips on how
you and your partner can work together in planning this
celebration:
1. Set a budget: Before any decisions are made like the venue
or DJ, set a budget that you two promise to follow. That way
arguments about unnecessary expenses or over the top gowns
won’t come up.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Chooses Her
Top 2 and Meets Families
2. Focus on the fun: Some wedding decisions are going to be
harder to make than others and you and your partner may get in
fights about it. It’s important to have some other topics that
you two can switch too that are easier and more fun to make,
like the food you want to serve or your dance song, that will
help you cool down.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Opens Up
About the ‘Men Tell All’ Episode
3. Hear each other out: It may be easy to immediately say ‘no’
to a seemingly ridiculous idea your mate suggests, but that
will only cause hurt feelings. Listen to their reasoning and
acknowledge what they want, after all weddings are a

celebration of a relationship between two people, not just
one.
How did you and your lover compromise on your special day?
Share below.

‘The
Bachelorette’
Fans
Michael
Sheen
and
Sarah
Silverman Think the Wrong Man
Won
By Ryan Bonner
Michael Sheen, star of Showtime’s Masters of Sex recently told
UsMagazine.com that he and his celebrity love, Sarah
Silverman, are huge Bachelorette fans, and they were not
expecting the most recent finale to go as it did.
Unfortunately for them, their favorite contestants did not
make it to the final rose ceremony.

These
Bachelorette
fans
are
speaking out! What do you do if a
friend is with someone you don’t
think he/she should be with?
Cupid’s Advice:

Michael Sheen and Sarah Silverman aren’t the biggest fans of
this year’s Bachelorette final rose ceremony. Having a friend
who doesn’t accept your significant other can be hard. If
you’re in this situation, Cupid has advice for you:
1. Have them get to know each other: You can’t convince your
friend that who you’re dating is the right person for you if
they don’t get to know one another. Set up a day for the three
of you to get together and be able to have them connect.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Star Kaitlyn Bristowe Chooses
Her Final Man
2. Listen to their concerns: If your friend sees something
that may not be in your best interests, hear them out. Catch
the problem early on in the relationship before it becomes
more serious.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Opens Up
About the ‘Men Tell All’ Episode
3. Go with your instincts: Most importantly, you must go with
how you feel. Only you know how your relationship is, so have
a good judgement of character, and go with your gut.
How have you dealt with a friend who doesn’t accept your
relationship? Comment below!

‘The
Bachelorette’
Star
Kaitlyn Bristowe Chooses Her

Final Man
By Katelyn Di Salvo
There were only two men left standing, and it was time to let
one more go in the most recent episode of the The
Bachelorette. Kaitlyn Bristowe finally made it to the end of
the road, even through all the tears, drama, bromances, and
tough decisions, according to UsMagazine.com. It was between
Nick and Shawn at the very end, and (spoiler alert) … Shawn
Booth is the winner of Kaitlyn’s heart. We welcome this new
celebrity love with open arms!

This Bachelorette is overjoyed! How
do you know when you’ve found “the
one”?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be tough to know when you’ve found “the one” you’re
supposed to spend the rest of your life with. Cupid has some
tell-tale signs:
1. You can be yourself: As Kaitlyn told Shawn in her final
speech to him, you know you’ve found “the one” when you are
comfortable just being yourself around them. Being able to let
loose and show each other every part of you is so important in
a relationship and love life.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Is Not Ready
for Hometown Dates
2. You feel like the luckiest person in the world: Nothing can
stop your high when you’re in love.
If you feel like

everything is falling into place and no one has it better than
you, you’ve probably found that special someone.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Opens Up
About the ‘Men Tell All’ Episode
3. You are madly in love: You’ve probably found “the one”
you are deeply in love with your partner. It’s also more
that, though, because you feel supported, respected,
fulfilled. Love alone does not carry a relationship; you
more.

when
than
and
need

Tell us how you knew you found “the one” below!

‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn
Bristowe Opens Up About the
‘Men Tell All’ Episode
By Katelyn DiSalvo
The Men Tell All special for The Bachelorette was filled to
the brim with drama. Twenty of Kaitlyn Bristowe’s celebrity
exes all in one room ready to let it all out, that can be a
scary situation! While some of the men defended her, others
were not afraid to question her behavior. According to
People.com, Bristowe also tells all about the emotional
episode in a blog post. She thanks all the men that stood up
for her, and also calls out all the men that bashed her. Then
she got to the tough part and discusses all the online hate
she got from viewers, and why she really started crying
saying, “The ‘haters’ go out of their way to shame me for my

behavior and don’t acknowledge their own. I made mistakes and
went through tough times. I did things that I would do in a
relationship. I was being true to myself. You don’t have to
agree with it, but don’t tell me I should crawl in a hole and
die.” She goes on to express that this experience has given
her the opportunity to shed a light on the issue of online
bullying.

There’s no lack of cruel comments
coming The Bachelorette‘s way these
days. What do you do if you’re
dealing with hate from outside
parties about your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Sometimes people who aren’t in your relationship have a lot to
say about it, and it’s not always nice. Cupid has some ways to
deal:
1. Develop your own opinion about your relationship: Once you
have your own opinion about your relationship, no one else’s
opinion will really bother you. You know what you believe, and
thats all that matters. At the end of the day, you are the one
in the relationship not everyone else and their opinions.
Related Link: ‘Bachelorette’ Drama: Kaitlyn Bristowe and Nick
Viall Get Intimate
2. Have a sit down: Sometimes talking it out can be really
helpful. Sit down with the people who are having issues with
your relationship, and be honest and open. This way you can
express the way you feel and so can they. This may help others
see that you are happy in your relationship and the hate can
come to an end!

Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Chooses Her
Top 2 and Meets Families
3. Stay calm: Don’t let the hate get to you! Stay calm and
stay confident in yourself and in your relationship. As they
say, “the haters gon’ hate.”
Share some of your tips on dealing with the haters below!

Former
‘Bachelorette’
Contestant JJ Lane Suffers
Black Eyes After ‘Men Tell
All’
By Meranda Yslas
It looks like fighting for love just got a little more
literal. As told by UsMagazine.com, the former Bachelorette
star JJ Lane left the Men Tell All party with two black eyes
after getting in a fight. The reality TV star tweeted a photo
of his injuries on July 14th to another Bachelorette costar
with the caption, “Bruh! It’s always an adventure hanging with
you buddy.” According to some more tweets from Lane, he was
jumped by a group of men after the reality TV special and went
to the hospital to get checked out. A recent Instagram post
shows that the 32 year old is recovering just nicely.

This ‘Bachelorette’ contestant
isn’t fairing well. What do you if
a friend gets in the way of your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being able to hang out with your significant other and your
close friends at the same time is great. However, sometimes
you and your friends need some space in order to allow your
relationship and love to grow. Here is Cupid’s relationship
advice on how to handle a friend getting in the way of your
relationship:
1. Time apart: Be honest with your pals and let them know
that there are going to be times when you and your beau need
to spend time alone. Often times they will understand and
won’t get hurt when you don’t invite them to everything.
Related Link: ‘Bachelorette’ Contestants Clint Arlis and JJ
Lane Find Love…With Each Other!
2. Set boundaries: A romantic relationship is just between
your and your partner. Although it’s fine to tell your best
friend everything about your love life or ask for advice, they
shouldn’t be controlling your relationship. Listen to what
they have to say, but in the end, how you act with your beau
is your decision.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Is Not Ready
for Hometown Dates
3. Change your focus: Before getting into a serious
relationship, your friends may have been your number one
priority. While it is still important to respect and value
your friendships, it also important to make your significant

other feel special, too. Learn how to divide up your attention
so your lover isn’t feeling left out.
Did you have a friend that always interfered with your
romantic relationships? Share your story below.

‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn
Bristowe Chooses Her Top 2
and Meets Families
By Katelyn Di Salvo
It looks like the Shawn and Nick saga will continue on the
reality TV show The Bachelorette, at least for one more
episode! Kaitlyn Bristowe is down to her last two guys, and
you guessed it, those two lucky guys are Shawn and
Nick! According to UsMagazine.com, The Bachelorette started
exactly where it left off with Shawn and Nick at each others’
throats again. Neither guy thinks that the other is good
enough for Kaitlyn, and
now the two will fight until the
end! During the final rose ceremony, she decided to keep Shawn
and Nick around, letting go of drama-free Ben, despite the
fact that they seemed to connect on all levels during their
romantic date at a castle. Kaitlyn then went on to hometown
dates, and met the families of her two finalists. The day
went so well that the episode ended with the reality TV star
in tears. Who will Kaitlyn choose to be her celebrity love?
Stay tuned!

Meeting the potential in-laws is a
big deal even to The Bachelorette!
What are some ways to make a good
impression with your partner’s
parents?
Cupid’s Advice:
Meeting your partner’s parents can either go very right or
very wrong. Cupid has some tips:
1. Never show up empty handed: It doesn’t have to be anything
crazy, but bring a little something with you, like a bottle of
wine, or an appetizer or dessert. What’s even better is if
you make it yourself! It shows that you care and you put some
thought into the evening.
Related Link: The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Is Not Ready
for Hometown Dates
2. Be confident: You don’t want to get too comfortable around
the parents yet, but you do want to be confident. Show them
why their son/daughter is with you. Join into conversations,
be open about talking about yourself, and have fun!
Related Link: ‘Bachelorette’ Drama: Kaitlyn Bristowe and Nick
Viall Get Intimate
3. Dress appropriately: Remember where you’re going when
getting dressed that night. Avoid inappropriate clothing and,
ladies, wear makeup that accentuates your natural beauty! Find
something that exudes intelligence and friendliness!
What are some ways that you’ve found successful in impressing
your prospective in laws? Share below!

Celebrity Photo Gallery: The
History of ‘The Bachelorette’
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Season 1: Ryan Sutter and Trista (Rehn) Sutter
Trista Rehn was the runner-up during season 1 of 'The
Bachelor.' She went on to be the first 'Bachelorette' and
found love with firefighter Ryan Sutter. The celebrity couple
were married in December 2003. They have two kids and live in
Eagle County, Colorado. Photo: Diane Cohen/Fame Pictures

‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn
Bristowe Is Not Ready for
Hometown Dates
By Maria N. Capalbo
According to UsMagazine.com, The Bachelorette Kaitlyn Bristowe
is having a difficult time figuring out who she truly likes.
What makes things worse is that she has to narrow her
possibilities down even more, and go on to meet the parents of
those men chosen. That being said, host Chris Harrison had a
twist up his sleeve, and revealed that Bristowe will cut her
group of six guys down to three next week, and then she’ll
have fantasy suite dates with all three prior to selecting two
hometown dates. Bristowe has been going through a lot of drama
with Shawn, having some regret on her actions with Nick, and
even losing her emotional balance with most of the other
remaining men! After sending a few men packing, she has a lot
of thinking to do with who’s left. Who will she pick as her
celebrity love, and whose parents will she meet? Stay tuned!

This ‘Bachelorette’ is doing things
differently from beginning to end!
What do you do to fix your
relationship if the steps usually

taken in a relationship don’t work
for you?
Cupid’s Advice:
Relationships and love can sometimes be difficult to manage,
especially if you keep trying to do things to strengthen it,
only to find out those steps do not work! Cupid has some
relationship advice to help you can manage your relationship:
1. Take a break: Taking time away from your partner when
things are rough may actually be beneficial. You get time to
focus on your own thoughts and what you really want. Then,
when you meet back up with them, you can decide whether or not
you enjoyed the alone time, or you missed them and want to
make it work.
Related Link: The Bachelorette Kaitlyn Bristowe Talks Nick’s
Arrival, Date with Ben H., and Joshua Drama
2. Relationship counseling: Having a medium within your
relationship may be important. You can both vent to the
counselor, and the counselor can do their job to help you both
since they see each side without bias. In most cases, this
truly helps to discover underlying problems and correct them.
Related Link: ‘Bachelorette’ Drama: Kaitlyn Bristowe and Nick
Viall Get Intimate
3. Heart to heart: Really sit down with your partner and tell
them you want to have a serious conversation. Tell them
everything you are feeling inside and that you want to move
forward, but some things are holding you back. Make sure you
tell them you do not want to argue, hear them out, and work
together to find a solution.
What are some ways you’ve maneuvered
relationship obstacles? Share below!

your
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‘Bachelorette’ Drama: Kaitlyn
Bristowe and Nick Viall Get
Intimate
By Maria N. Capalbo
In being the The Bachelorette, Kaitlyn Bristowe has her fair
share of picks! According to UsMagazine.com, after a fight
with Ian, Bristowe and Nick Viall cuddled up with one another
before bed time, and got down to business. Bristowe felt a tad
bit guilty because she felt that her other celebrity
relationships could have been put into jeopardy, but she still
enjoyed her time with Nick. Could he be “the one” for her, or
is he just a fling? Maybe Bristowe needs some love and
relationship advice of her own!

It’s a Bachelorette faux pas! How
do you know when you’re ready to
get intimate with your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being intimate in a relationship is extremely important.
Exploring different emotional sides to your partner is
critical in order to get to know them better! Cupid has some
suggestions on ways you could get intimate with your partner
below:
1. Be concerned about their feelings: Instead of just going

about your daily lives in regular fashion, stop and really
talk to your partner about their day. Knowing what they are
feeling can really shed light on other subjects. When someone
knows you care for them on the inside, it gets you far!
Related Link: Kaitlyn Bristowe Sends Clint Packing and Reacts
to Nick Viall’s Return on ‘The Bachelorette’
2. Observe their needs: This goes along with being concerned
with their feelings. Their needs are important, too, and it’s
important for you as a partner to satisfy them! They should be
satisfying you, too. Observe them, and act accordingly.
Related Link: ‘The Bachelorette’ Kaitlyn Bristowe Talks Nick’s
Arrival, Date with Ben H., and Joshua Drama
3. A romantic night: Take your partner out for a nice dinner
under the stars! Talk about your relationship, and your goals
together as a unit. Invite positive, loving conversation.
What are some ways you get intimate with your partner? Share
below!

